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Hi I'm Daryl Kwan and today ill be talking to all of you about my research investigating characteristics of cortical activity using Deep Brain Simulation, DBS.



> Parkinson's disease
– Degradation of dopamine producing neurons in Substantia

Niagra
– Cause is unknown, Less dopamine is produced
– Symptoms

> Loss of smooth movement and postural stability
– 10 million have Parkinson’s Disease
– 100,00 treated by DBS

> DBS
– Decrease symptoms
– Negative Side Effects
– Globus Pallidus
– Electrical Stimulation
– Future

Introduction

Globus Pallidus
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DBS is used as a treatment for Parkinson's disease. Parkinson’s disease involves degradation of the dopamine producing neurons in the substantia niagra. We do not know the cause of Parkinson’s, but less dopamine is produced. On the right here we have a visualization of the effect. As you can see less dopamine is leaving the affected neuron than the normal one. This leads to movement disorders. Some symptoms include loss of smooth movement and postural stability. About 10 million people worldwide are living with Parkinson's disease and about 100 thousand have been treated with DBS. DBS helps decrease symptoms of Parkinson’s but also has negative side effects like insomnia. For the treatment electrodes are inserted near the Globus Pallidus where electrical stimulation is used stop the motor symptoms of Parkinson’s. If we were able to find out how DBS affects the entire brain, we could improve the efficiency of DBS and maybe change its effects on different parts of the brain. Grafts- obtained from human fetuses which are then implanted in the substantia niagra. DBS electrodes are near Thalamus and subthalamatic nucleus. Motor control.



> Electrode is put on surface of brain
– tracks electrical potentials

> Brainwaves 
– Delta, Theta, Alpha, Beta, Gamma
– 0.25-250 Hz

> Goal to clean and analyze data
> Motor Cortex 

Electrocorticography (ECoG)
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A way to monitor the results of electrical stimulation is using electro-cortico-graphy, ECoG. ECoG electrodes are placed on the brain’s surface and is used to track electrical potentials. Here is a picture of an Ecog electrode. When a neuron fires using DBS, multiple other neurons would also fire spreading outward through electrical potentials which is recorded by ECoG. We can then !!convert that data!! to brain waves. Brain waves oscillate at different frequencies divided into Delta, Theta, Alpha, Beta, and Gamma waves; Gamma being the highest frequency and most energy. The total bandwidth of human brain waves is around 0.5 and 250 hz. The goal of my research was to clean and analyze the cortical data from DBS tests recorded by ECOG. Since Parkinson's is a movement disorder, we wanted to see how DBS effects the motor cortex.Action potentials. Sodium in releasing K ions. Causes Sodium to increase in next neuron and so on. Measures lots of neurons firing(ecog)



How does deep brain stimulation affect the motor 
cortex?
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So..



> Used DBS to stimulate and ECoG to collect data
> DBS placed near the Globus pallidus
> ECoG near motor cortex
> Stimulation protocol

– 4 minutes control test
– 0.5 seconds stimulation 

> 60 pulses total at 144 Hz
– 1.5 seconds rest
– 1, 2, 3, or 4 mA
– Recorded on ECoG

Data collection

Figure (1) Example of pulse duration
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For the experiment, a hole was drilled through the skull of 1 patient, and both the ECOG strip and the DBS electrode were slid in. The DBS electrode would be placed deep into the brain near the Globus pallidus while the ECoG strip was placed on the surface of the motor cortex. Before stimulation we recorded for 4 minutes to get control data. Then the DBS would stimulate the brain 60 times at 144hz for 0.5 seconds, 1.5 seconds apart. This chart is an example of that simulation, 1.5 seconds rest and then .5 of stimulation. The DBS electrode stimulated at different levels, at 1,2,3 or 4 milliamps. The resulting wavelengths would then be recorded on the 8 electrode Ecog strip.-can also be done awake



> Filters
– Re-referenced
– De-spike
– High Pass, Low Pass (0.5-250 hz)
– Notch Filters (60,120,180 hz)

Cleaning Data
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Once collected, we needed to analyze the data. Before this we used filters, to make it easier to analyze. First we re-referenced the data to take out the common noise. Then we despike the data to delete the spikes that were irregular. After that we used a high pass and low pass filter to narrow the bandwidth to include only human brain waves, 0.5 to 250 hz. There is also power line noise that is recorded from the electrical machines in the room at 60, 120, and at 180 hz. We took these out using a notch filter. Here is a picture of what each filter simply does. The notch filter we used was the band stop over here.My lab works with BCI, brain computerized imaging. It is a technology that aims to take users mental intent solely through neural signals and display an action outside. Cotery noise, drilling, cutting open skull



Results

Figure (2) Neural data from channels before and after 
cleaning
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Here is the result of the cleaning. The left side shows unprocessed data while the right side shows the data after we cleaned it. The signal is now much clearer so that it is easier to calculate the frequencies.



Results 

Figure (3) Power Spectrum
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This is a power spectrum of our tests. Frequency is on the x axis and Power on the y axis. Each line represents different electrodes and the black colored line is the control data. As seen here(point) there was a large increase in power between 20 and 70 hertz and the top there is a decrease in power below 10 hertz from the trials compared to the control data. The increase is around the bandwidth of gamma waves while the decrease is around the lower brain waves. These results are interesting because it seems that there is a shift in frequencies from lower to higher. Gamma waves are high in energy meaning there is an increase in activity in the brain.Explain axis. Different electrodes on one patient.



> What do the results mean?
– Increased brain activity in motor cortex
– Side effects

> Future paths
– Activity in rest of cortex
– Precision and decrease side effects
– Other systems

Conclusion
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The results help us know that DBS increases brain activity throughout the motor cortex when used in the Globus Pallidus. This might be a reason for the negative side effects of DBS. If we could find out what DBS does to other parts of the cortex, we could increase the precision of DBS placement and decrease its side effects. Even more we could find the effects of DBS on other systems in the brain. To accomplish this, more research should be done on more patients and on other sites of the brain.
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